Indication for the need of flexible and frequency specific mapping functions in cochlear implant speech processors.
Categorical loudness scaling of electric and acoustic stimuli was performed in cochlear implant (CI) recipients equipped with Nucleus systems in order to achieve a normal loudness perception in the whole dynamic range of acoustic input. For each electrode, the lower and upper limits of electric stimulus were defined by the values corresponding to "very soft" and "too loud". Within this dynamic range, the stimulus strength intervals associated to the verbal categories "soft", "medium", "loud" and "very loud" were determined. The same loudness categories were used for the scaling of acoustic stimuli. From both scaling experiments, the transduction of the CI system can be assessed and the parameters of the individual mapping function yielding a normal loudness growth can be derived. Deviations from optimum mapping can be corrected at least partially by manipulating the parameters of the mapping function. In many cases, however, one mapping function is not sufficient for all channels. The results argue in favour of the development of flexible and channel-specific mapping function parameters in future CI systems.